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DICE BASEBALL
What You Need
• Two six-sided dice

• Paper and writing utensils

• Four pawns/game pieces to track runners

Follow us on Facebook and Twitter for more activities
and to share your own. All activities are saved online at
goldenvalleymn.gov/recreation/homereced.php.
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DICE BASEBALL
Instructions

1. Draw a baseball diamond with four bases and scoreboard.

2. To start the game, both teams roll to see who goes first. Higher roll
wins.
3. Hitting and Pitching
The pitcher rolls a die, followed by the batter. If the pitcher’s number is higher it’s a strike, if it’s the same number it’s a ball, and if the
batter’s number is higher it’s a hit.
4. If the batting team gets a hit:
The batter rolls a die, followed by the fielding team. If the batting
team’s number is higher they advance a base. If the fielding team’s
number is higher it’s an out. A tie goes to the runner. If the batter
rolls a six and the fielding team rolls a one, it’s a home run.
5. Base Runners
Once a runner is on base, the batting team decides whether to try
and advance another base or have another hitter. If the batting
team chooses to advance a base on a hit, the batter rolls the die
first, followed by the fielding team. If the batting team’s number is
higher they advance a base. If the fielding team’s number is higher
it’s an out. A tie goes to the runner.
6. Next Batter
Follow previous directions for hitting and pitching.

7. Use the drawn scoreboard and diamond to track runners (with
game pieces), runs scored, and outs.

8. After nine innings (both players hit and pitch nine times) the team
with the most runs wins.

